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Abstract  Author Affiliation 
Background/problem: Phishing involves deceiving individuals into 
disclosing sensitive information. It poses a significant threat to academic 
institutions, impacting their security, financial stability, reputation, and 
operational efficiency.  
Objective/purpose: This research examined phishing risk awareness 
among academic staff at two Thai universities and investigated the 
factors influencing phishing threat awareness using the technology 
acceptance model (TAM). 
Design and Methodology: The study’s sample comprised 400 
participants, evenly distributed with 200 individuals selected from each 
of two universities, each employing approximately 450 academic staff 
members. Data were collected using an online questionnaire. 
Results: The results demonstrated correlations between perceived ease 
of use (PEOU) and perceived usefulness (PU) (ꞵ = .52, p < .001), PEOU 
and attitude towards using (ATT) (ꞵ = .25, p < .001), PU and ATT 
 (ꞵ = .57, p < .001), and ATT and phishing observation behavior (USE) 
(ꞵ = .14, p = .01). The relationship between phishing observation 
behavior (USE) and phishing risk awareness (PHA) was found 
insignificant (ꞵ = -.09, p = .20). However, the influences of perceived 
risk (PR) on USE (ꞵ = .15, p < .001) and PHA (ꞵ = .17, p < .001) were 
more pronounced. 
Conclusion and Implications: This indicates that the awareness of 
phishing threats is more linked to the individual’s risk perception rather 
than direct observation of phishing incidents. This suggests that 
enhancing phishing risk awareness should focus on educating 
individuals about the risks of phishing rather than increasing the 
visibility of phishing attempts. 
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Academic institutions have been affected by various cyber threats (Musuva et al., 2019; Naagas et 

al., 2018; Ribeiro et al., 2024), such as distributed denial of service attacks (DDoS), the man in the middle 
(MIM), and different malware (trojans, viruses, worms, and ransomware). Several schools and colleges 
have been victims of DDoS and ransomware, ceasing their critical information system services (Naagas et 
al., 2018). The National Cyber Security Agency (NCSA, 2023) annual report for 2022 reveals that Thailand 
faced a significant number of cyberattacks, totaling 2,517 incidents. These attacks were categorized into 
various types, including abusive content (47 incidents), availability (12 incidents), fraud (73 incidents), 
information gathering (23 incidents), information security (19 incidents), intrusion attempts (268 incidents), 
intrusions (109 incidents), malicious code (1,365 incidents), and vulnerabilities (601 incidents). This data 
underscores the pressing need for robust cybersecurity measures and awareness in the country. Phishing 
techniques, which are deceptive attempts to obtain sensitive information, often play a critical role in these 
cyber threats. Notably, Thailand is third in the Association of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN) region in 
terms of the proportion of phishing attempts related to financial information. The country has a 55.60% rate 
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of financial-related phishing attempts, just behind the Philippines at 69% and Singapore at 55.70% (Leesa-
Nguansuk, 2022). This escalation in cyber threats, particularly those involving phishing, poses a significant 
risk to academic institutions in Thailand. The tactics used in cyber-attacks on public and commercial entities 
are relatively like those employed in the academic sector, making educational institutions equally 
vulnerable to these digital dangers. This situation underscores the importance of heightened cybersecurity 
measures and awareness within the academic community to protect against such threats. 

 
 In the evolving landscape of cybersecurity threats, phishing emerges as a particularly insidious 

challenge, demanding a multi-faceted approach for effective mitigation. Contemporary cybersecurity 
research, particularly in phishing, has focused on technological solutions and user education programs 
(Hillman et al., 2023). However, a significant gap remains in understanding how socioeconomic and 
psychological factors collectively shape individuals’ awareness and responses to phishing threats 
(Abroshan et al., 2021). As such, cybersecurity issues, particularly phishing threats, can have significant 
adverse effects on universities. These effects include potential breaches of sensitive data, disruption of 
academic operations, and damage to the institution’s reputation (Diaz et al., 2020). While demography is a 
statistical study involving a demographic society that may differ over time or place, education, religion, 
race, and economic status (Abroshan et al., 2021), the socioeconomic status of the population in different 
research project areas may represent the potential for easy access to digital technologies and their associated 
threats. The population in areas with inferior economic status may need more perception, learning, and 
pursuit of knowledge and experience (Orunsolu et al., 2018). Due to these reasons, this research 
hypothesizes that geographic, economic, and environmental differences influence academic personnel 
between two universities in Thailand to understand, perceive, and become aware of phishing threats. This 
research investigates risk perception and awareness of phishing among academic personnel at university A, 
Phuket, and university B, Sakon Nakhon, with significant differences in income and cost of living.  

 
This research aims to integrate behavioral science with cybersecurity, offering a novel perspective on 

the influence of these factors on perceived phishing risk and phishing risk awareness, especially in academic 
settings. While previous studies have explored the technical and educational dimensions (Diaz et al., 2020; 
Patterson et al., 2023; Tian et al., 2023), there is limited literature on how socioeconomic status and 
psychological behavior impact phishing awareness. This study extends the application of behavioral science 
to cybersecurity, explicitly addressing how varied socioeconomic backgrounds and psychological factors 
such as risk perception and cognitive biases influence the understanding and handling of phishing threats 
among academic staff. The research contributes to behavioral science by applying its principles to 
understand the intersection of socioeconomic factors and cybersecurity awareness. The study employs an 
interdisciplinary approach to dissect how different socioeconomic environments influence the susceptibility 
of academic staff to phishing. This approach is critical in revealing the complex and multi-layered nature 
of phishing risk perception, which goes beyond the traditional scope of technology-focused cybersecurity 
research. 

 

Literature Review 
 

This section begins with examining the theoretical background of risk perception and awareness in 
a general context before discussing these concepts within the realm of phishing. After that, the structure 
and components of the technology acceptance model (TAM) are delineated (Davis, 1989; 1993), followed 
by a review of the findings from existing studies that have applied TAM to technology adoption and 
cybersecurity contexts. The rationale behind selecting two universities for the experimental research is then 
articulated. Additionally, the endogenous and exogenous variables incorporated in this study are identified. 
Finally, this section elaborates on the nine hypotheses central to this research and outlines the research 
framework, providing a comprehensive overview of the study’s theoretical and methodological 
foundations. 
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Theoretical Background 
Perception, awareness, and risks are psychological conditions of the senses and mental factors. 

Depending on the ability to interpret, these conditions are associated with an individual’s learning and 
responses. According to the APA dictionary of psychology (Vandebos, 2015), perception is the process or 
result of becoming aware of objects, relationships, and events through the senses, while awareness refers 
to the perception or knowledge of something, considered a behavioral index of conscious awareness. In 
addition, the risk is defined as 1) “the probability or likelihood that a negative event will occur; 2) the 
probability of experiencing loss or harm associated with an action or behavior”. When risk amalgamates 
with perception, risk perception or perceived risk is an individual’s subjective assessment of the risk level 
associated with a particular threat. Risk perceptions may vary according to demographic factors. In 
addition, lack of control is associated with perceived risk (Kasperson et al., 2003). For example, drivers 
often perceive the risk of accidents as low while driving because they believe they have control over their 
vehicle. This sense of control can lead to an underestimation of the potential hazards on the road. On the 
other hand, perceived risks of earthquakes and terrorist attacks are high because they are uncontrollable 
(Slovic, 1987). Besides, individuals are not aware of actual statistical data. Perceived risks are 
underestimated or exaggerated because they are habitual, which might be more and less valued than 
unknown risks. As such, perceived risks are related to an individual’s knowledge and confidence about 
risks, determining how they are perceived and understanding the emotional dimension of feelings 
(Kasperson et al., 2003; Slovic, 1987). Based on the above definitions, perception is how we receive 
information from our environment through all the physical senses, such as sight, sound, and touch, but 
awareness is how much we perceive. In terms of risk perception and risk awareness in this research, 
individuals may perceive cyber threats exist, but how they respond to them is driven by risk awareness. 

 
Nowadays, phishing remains a sophisticated and adaptable cyber threat, often involving social 

engineering techniques, where attackers meticulously research and understand their target audience to craft 
more convincing lures. As stated by Tian et al. (2018), phishing messages are frequently made to appear as 
if they are from trustworthy entities (e.g., banks, credit card companies, shipping firms, or social networking 
sites). Attackers have become adept at convincingly masquerading various internet elements, such as email 
addresses, the content of emails, and website URLs (Parsons et al., 2019). Several articles have been 
dedicated to identifying factors associated with phishing risk awareness. For instance, Gavett et al. (2017) 
explored how individual and geographic factors relate to phishing threat risk, focusing on variables like 
age, gender, ethnicity, location, knowledge, awareness, and observational behavior. The research indicated 
that older participants were more knowledgeable and aware of phishing threats than their younger 
counterparts and noted that the difference in location, such as being in a lab versus at home, influenced 
phishing risk awareness. Besides, Parsons et al. (2013) assessed the ability of individuals to differentiate 
between phishing and genuine emails, involving 117 participants. Half of the participants were informed 
that their ability to detect phishing emails was being assessed. The findings revealed that those aware of 
the context of the phishing study were more accurate in identifying phishing emails and took longer to make 
decisions than those uninformed. Notably, participants with training and knowledge in information systems 
were more adept at detecting phishing attempts. 

 
Technology Acceptance Model (TAM)   

There are several research on technology acceptance, such as TAM (technology acceptance model) 
and UTAUT (unified theory of acceptance and use of technology), to understand psychological constructs 
and factors influencing user adoption of innovation (Hong et al., 2021; Rahimi et al., 2018; Venkatesh et 
al., 2016). Although UTAUT attempts to synthesize psychological constructs from related prominent 
theories such as TRA (theory of reason action) (Fishbein & Ajzen, 2009), TPB (theory of planned behavior) 
(Ajzen, 1991), and TAM with several demographic factors, TAM is still a widely used model for predicting 
user adoption of innovation due to its usability and understandability (Vukovic et al., 2019). Several TAM 
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versions and extensions have been proposed (Khlaisang et al., 2021; Park & Park, 2020; Tuah et al., 2022). 
TAM proposes a framework where perceived ease of use (PEOU) is posited to influence perceived 
usefulness (PU) as well as attitude towards using (ATT). Additionally, PU is theorized to significantly 
affect ATT, highlighting the interdependence between ease of use and perceived utility in shaping user 
attitudes. ATT also impacts intention to use (ITU) or behavioral usage (USE). 

 
Besides TAM constructs, several researchers extended various demographic and psychological 

factors on TAM and summarized that these factors should be considered to predict user adoption of 
innovation. For example, Lai and Zainal (2015) extended TAM with a condition of perceived risk to identify 
its relationship with consumers’ intention to use the e-payment system. The author claimed that perceived 
risk should be considered an essential factor as it strongly affects the intention to use compared with other 
conditions, such as perceived ease of use and perceived usefulness. In Mutahar et al. (2022), a condition of 
perceived risk is included in TAM to understand the relationship of perceived risk with TAM constructs 
concerning mobile banking adoption in developing countries. In this work, perceived risk represents its 
moderate association with PU only, but there are significant relationships between PEOU and PU. 
Furthermore, these two constructs are also associated with USE. In addition, Riantini and Wandrial (2018) 
conducted an experiment on e-banking adoption in South Tangerang using TAM and discovered that TAM 
constructs influenced the actual use of e-banking services.  

 
In cybersecurity, Hanif and Lallie (2021) explored the influence of cybersecurity factors on the 

willingness of the older generation in the UK to utilize mobile banking applications. They adopted the 
UTAUT model, adding variables such as perceived cybersecurity risk, trust, and overall cybersecurity. 
Employing a mixed-methods approach, the study analyzed data from 191 participants using partial least 
squares structural equation modeling and thematic analysis. The results showed that performance 
expectancy and perceived cybersecurity risk are the main factors determining the intention to use mobile 
banking applications among the older population in the UK. In addition, Seuwou et al. (2016) critically 
reviewed technology acceptance models (TAM) and theories, exploring external variables influencing 
information security investment. 

 
Phishing Risk Awareness in Academic Institutions 

University A and university B serve as the focal academic institutions in this study. University A is 
in Phuket, a region characterized by a competitive economy and high cost of living, making it one of 
Thailand's most expensive areas. Phuket is globally recognized as a prime tourist destination, heavily reliant 
on the tourism industry, which annually attracts more than ten million tourists, 70% of whom are foreign, 
significantly contributing to Thailand’s revenue. The government has also targeted Phuket for several 
national development strategies, including initiatives to transform it into a smart city and an international 
seminar center (Meetings, Incentives, Conferencing, and Exhibitions: MICE). This university hosts 
approximately four hundred fifty academic personnel. 

 
In contrast, university B is situated in Sakon Nakhon, a province surrounded by mountains, forests, 

swamps, and extensive lakes. Known for its elderly population and high quality of life, Sakon Nakhon 
boasts a competitive economy with a low cost of living. The region serves as a pilot city for numerous 
sufficient economy projects. It primarily earns its income from agriculture, with significant crops including 
rice, cassava, sugar cane, rubber, and various horticulture crops, alongside local livestock raised by small 
farmers for supplemental income. Sakon Nakhon is also nationally recognized as a center of Buddhist 
learning, offering guidance on spiritual peace practices. Despite its rich cultural offerings, the province’s 
total tourism income is comparatively low, with less than seven hundred million baht generated annually 
from national and foreign tourists. 
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Research Variables 
This study aims to understand phishing threat awareness among academic staff in two Thai 

universities by utilizing TAM to comprehensively understand how various factors influence perceived 
phishing risk (PR) and phishing risk awareness (PHA). This research seeks to enrich behavioral science 
literature by introducing a new dimension to phishing awareness studies to dissect the complex interaction 
between human behavior and technological threats. It aims to inform the development of more effective, 
contextually tailored cybersecurity education and policies in academic institutions in Thailand. In structural 
equation modeling (SEM), like in TAM, variables are often categorized into endogenous and exogenous. 
Exogenous variables are not influenced by any other variable within the model’s scope. They are the 
independent variables from which causal influences originate in the model. In contrast, endogenous 
variables are the variables within a model that are influenced by other variables. They are the dependent 
variables in the model, receiving and manifesting effects from the exogenous variables. In the TAM 
framework of this research, the endogenous variables include 1) PEOU serves as a starting point for 
influencing other variables such as PU and ATT; 2) PR acts independently to influence PU, ATT, USE, 
and PHA. On the other hand, there are four endogenous variables: 1) PU is influenced by Perceived Ease 
of Use (PEOU) and influences ATT; 2) ATT is influenced by PEOU and PU and also influences USE;  
3) USE is influenced by ATT and PR and affects PHA; and 4) PHA is influenced by USE and PR. 

 
Research Hypotheses  

This research posits that TAM can effectively elucidate phishing risk awareness among academic 
staff, with perceived phishing risk and phishing risk awareness as reliable indicators. The study proposes 
nine hypotheses: H1) PEOU influences ATT; H2) PU influences ATT; H3) PEOU influences PU; H4) ATT 
influences USE; H5) PR influences PU; H6) PR influences ATT; H7) PR influences USE; H8) USE 
influences PHA; and H9) PR influences PHA. 

 
Conceptual Framework 

Based on the formulated hypotheses, Figure 1 illustrates the research framework, depicting the 
relationships among the factors utilized in the study, ranging from H1 to H9. 

 
Figure 1 
Research Framework 

 
Note. PEOU (perceived ease of use), PU (perceived usefulness), ATT (attitude towards using), USE (behavioral 
usage or phishing observation behavior), PR (perceived phishing risk), PHA (phishing risk awareness) 
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Method 
 

This section outlines the specific methodology employed in conducting this research. 
 
Sample 

This study distributed the questionnaire to the academic staff of two universities selected for 
comparative analysis. The selection of the two universities for this research was strategically aligned with 
the study’s objectives to examine how socioeconomic factors influence phishing threat awareness. 
University A, situated in Phuket, a southern province of Thailand, offers a setting rich in economic activity 
and advanced technological exposure, potentially affecting its academic staff’s digital literacy and 
cybersecurity awareness. In contrast, university B is in Sakon Nakhon, a less affluent, predominantly 
agricultural region in the upper northeast, presenting a starkly different socioeconomic landscape that likely 
influences the staff’s exposure to and understanding of digital threats. This deliberate contrast provides a 
comprehensive framework to examine the impact of socioeconomic backgrounds on cybersecurity 
awareness, enabling the study to test the applicability of behavioral theories like the TAM across diverse 
settings and enhance the generalizability of its findings to other academic institutions within similar 
socioeconomic contexts. It is essential to highlight that before this research, neither university A nor B had 
participated in cybersecurity awareness training programs. Each university employs approximately 450 
academic staff members. The study’s sample comprised 400 participants, with 200 from each university, 
distributed equally following the Taro Yamane sampling method (Yamane, 1973). Participants were 
selected from five faculties in proportions reflective of their respective sizes.  

 
Instruments 

The research utilized questionnaires to assess the knowledge and experiences of the participants 
regarding phishing threats. Since the questionnaire must be translated from English to Thai, three university 
lecturers proficient in both languages validated both versions to ensure that the Thai and English versions 
were semantically and syntactically consistent before the Thai version was employed for this research. The 
questionnaire consists of six straightforward yes-or-no questions to provide a basic understanding of the 
participants’ awareness and experiences with phishing. The initial question asked participants if they had 
heard of the term ‘phishing’. Subsequent questions delve into whether they can define phishing and identify 
its correct meaning. Participants are then asked about their personal experiences with phishing, if these 
experiences have influenced their online behavior, and whether they feel they possess adequate knowledge 
to safeguard themselves against phishing threats. Additionally, the questionnaire probes for any 
observations of online anomalies like unusual messages, links, and content. To gauge perceived phishing 
risk (PR), the questionnaire includes two questions on a 7-point scale, ranging from 1 (extremely low) to 7 
(extremely high), assessing the participants’ perceived likelihood and impact of phishing. To assess 
phishing risk awareness (PHA), participants were presented with 21 questions requiring them to discern 
between genuine and phishing screens. These phishing screens are designed to closely resemble authentic 
ones, making distinguishing them challenging. Before deployment, the research instrument undergoes 
rigorous testing by statistical data collection and cybersecurity experts. This pre-testing phase ensures the 
reliability of the questionnaire before it is administered to the targeted academic personnel from both 
universities.  

 
The data were analyzed using R, a programming language widely used for data analysis and 

visualization (R Core Team, 2022). In addition, Lavaan, another essential R package for structural equation 
modeling (SEM) analysis (Rosseel, 2012), was mainly used for path coefficient analysis and representation 
of TAM constructs. A series of question items related to TAM constructs were created based on the rating 
scale to choose between 1 and 7. PEOU, PU, ATT, and USE question items were designed according to 
TAM. For example, PEOU means perceived ease of phishing observation instead of innovation. Similarly, 
PU questions were related to the perceived usefulness of phishing. ATT question items were designed to 
test attitudes toward phishing observations. Finally, USE question items were based on their frequency of 
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observing phishing. After that, PR and PHA were tested with TAM to understand the factors underlying 
phishing risk awareness of academic staff. 

 
Procedure 

This research employs two main methods of data analysis: descriptive statistics and structural 
equation modeling. The descriptive statistics are based on paired sample comparisons between the two 
universities. This comparison assesses participants’ knowledge and experiences concerning phishing 
threats through a series of questions. Additionally, participants are asked to rate the likelihood and impact 
of phishing threats on a 7-point scale, ranging from extremely low (1) to extremely high (7). For calculating 
perceived risk (PR), a risk assessment metric is applied where risk is the product of likelihood and impact 
(Patterson et al., 2023). The resulting value is then divided by 7 to align with the rating scale, providing a 
quantifiable PR degree. The number of participants from both universities falling into the three highest 
degrees of risk perception (extremely high, very high, and high) is then compared to ascertain which 
university personnel exhibit higher levels of perceived risk. To determine phishing risk awareness (PHA), 
the study measures the number of participants correctly identifying a screen as phishing. This measurement 
is based on the principle that anyone, regardless of their vigilance, can fall victim to phishing if they become 
complacent or less aware of such threats. The total count of correct identifications is then divided into three 
segments on the 7–point scale, categorizing responses into seven levels of awareness: 1) extremely low  
(1–3); 2) very low (4–6); 3) low (7–9); 4) medium (10–12); 5) high (13–15); 6) very high (16–18); and 7) 
extremely high (19–21). 

 
All question items related to TAM constructs were analyzed using the coefficient of confidence by 

the Cronbach technique (Cronbach, 1951). This process is to ensure that each construct contains consistent 
question items on an acceptance threshold of a coefficient of confidence of .70 or greater on a basis between 
α < .50 (no reliability) and α ≥ .90 (high reliability). Apart from the TAM constructs, PHA was positioned 
after USE to determine the relationship between USE and PHA. In addition, PR was observed if there were 
relationships between PR and PU, ATT, USE, and PHA, respectively. For factors underlying risk awareness 
of phishing threats, the data analysis utilizes SEM to analyze the correlation coefficient between factors 
tested in the hypothesis framework through path analysis. The collected data were analyzed to determine 
PR and PHA and their correlations with TAM constructs. Furthermore, several model fit indices are 
analyzed to prove that the tested data is consistent with the relationship of the variables based on the 
hypotheses (Shi et al., 2019; Shi & Maydeu-Olivares, 2020). For instance, comparative fit index (CFI) 
measures the relative improvement in the fit of a user-specified model compared to a more restricted 
baseline model. goodness of fit index (GFI) is similar to the R-squared statistic in regression, measuring 
the proportion of variance explained by the model. Tucker Lewis index (TLI) compares the chi-square 
value of the model to the chi-square value of the null model, adjusting for model complexity (i.e., the 
number of parameters estimated). While root mean square error of approximation (RMSEA) assesses fit 
per degree of freedom in the model, allowing for the complexity of the model, standardized root mean 
square residual (SRMR) is the standardized difference between the observed correlation and the predicted 
correlation. It measures the average magnitude of the standardized residuals between the observed and 
predicted covariances or correlations (Shi & Maydeu-Olivares, 2020).  

 
Data Representation 

The study began by analyzing and comparing the proportions of perceived phishing likelihood, 
perceived phishing impact, perceived phishing risk (PR), and phishing risk awareness (PHA) between 
university A and university B to discern differences in perceptions of phishing threats. To evaluate the 
proposed hypotheses, the analysis was initiated by determining the reliability of the questionnaire items 
associated with TAM constructs, employing Cronbach’s alpha (Cronbach, 1951). Following this, the 
adequacy of the model was assessed through five previously mentioned fit indices: CFI, GFI, TLI, RMSEA, 
and SRMR. These indices thoroughly evaluated the model’s conformity to the empirical data. After that, 
PR and PHA were exhibited in a path analysis following the proposed conceptual framework in Figure 1. 
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These formulated hypotheses from H1 to H9, framed under the TAM constructs, are integral to representing 
the main hypotheses of our study. This study assesses whether all constructs within TAM retain their 
validity and whether PR and PHA are effective indicators for understanding perceptions toward phishing 
threats. 

 
Ethical Considerations 

The research tools utilized in this study underwent a comprehensive ethical evaluation. The thorough 
review process underscores the commitment to upholding ethical standards in research, ensuring the 
integrity and responsibility of the study methods and practices. The participants were informed about the 
experiment’s objectives and rights within the research context. These rights include the option to decline 
participation in the research at any stage before submitting their information to the research team. 
Additionally, they were assured that the questionnaire was designed to avoid collecting referable 
information, ensuring that no personal data would be gathered. Furthermore, participants were assured of 
the confidentiality of their information, with guarantees that it would not be disclosed to anyone outside of 
the research team. 

 
Results 

 
The findings presented in this section commence by examining perceived phishing likelihood, 

perceived phishing impact, perceived phishing risks, phishing risk awareness, model reliability, and factors 
influencing phishing risk awareness.  

 
Perceived Phishing Likelihood 
 Since the risk of a threat could be measured by the multiplication of the threat likelihood and impact, 
the probability of phishing threats had been one of the critical factors in estimating the risk perception level 
of both university personnel. From the total sample (n = 400), 13% (52 participants) perceived the 
likelihood of phishing as extremely high, 9.25% (37 participants) as very high, and 25.75% (103 
participants) as high. When these levels were categorized according to the universities, participants from 
university B had reported higher phishing likelihood levels in terms of extremely high (34 or 17%), very 
high (20 or 10%), and high (45 or 22.50%) than those from university A. In comparison, 18 (9%), 17 
(8.5%), and 58 (29%) participants from university A believed that the phishing likelihood was extremely 
high, very high, and high, respectively.  
 
Perceived Phishing Impact 

Besides the potential of phishing threats, perceptions of phishing impact were categorized as 
follows: 18% (72 participants) rated the impact as extremely high, another 18% (72 participants) as very 
high, and 23.50% (94 participants) as high from the entire sample (n = 400). In detail, university A’s 
participants responded that 30, 32, and 52 participants perceived the phishing impact as extremely high, 
very high, and high, equivalent to 15%, 16%, and 26% of the university’s total samples. In contrast, 42 
(21%) participants from university B believed that the phishing impact was extremely high. Furthermore, 
40 (20%) and 42 (21%) participants from university B perceived the phishing impact as very high and high 
in the university’s total samples, respectively. 

 
Perceived Phishing Risks 

Once the likelihood and impact of phishing threats perceived by participants from both universities 
had been concluded, the perceived phishing risk was calculated based on these two factors, following the 
methods mentioned earlier. From the total sample (n = 400), the distribution of participants according to 
their level of perceived phishing risk was as follows: 19.25% (77 participants) reported an extremely high 
level of awareness, 17.25% (69 participants) a very high level, and 21.50% (86 participants) a high level. 
When these perceived phishing risk levels were categorized according to the university, participants from 
university B had higher phishing risk perception levels in terms of extremely high, very high, and high than 
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those from university A. Among university B’s participants, there were 49 (24.50%), 36 (18%), and 51 
(25.50%) with extremely high, very high, and high phishing risk perceptions of the university’s total 
samples, respectively. In contrast, participants from university A responded that 28, 33, and 35 participants 
perceived phishing risks as extremely high, very high, and high, equivalent to 14%, 16.50%, and 17.50% 
of the university’s total samples. 

 
Phishing Risk Awareness 

The awareness of phishing threats was assessed through 21 questions, with the results calculated 
using the previously described methods to maintain consistency with the earlier measurements of perceived 
phishing risks. From the total sample (n = 400), the data indicated that 8.75% (35 participants) demonstrated 
an extremely high level of phishing awareness, 8.25% (33 participants) a very high level, and 14% (56 
participants) a high level. When these levels of phishing awareness were broken down by university 
affiliation, it was observed that participants from university B demonstrated higher levels of awareness in 
the categories of extremely high, very high, and high compared to those from university A. Specifically, 
within university B, 23 participants (11.50% of the university’s sample) showed extremely high awareness, 
20 participants (10%) showed very high awareness, and 23 participants (11.50%) showed high awareness. 
On the other hand, at university A, the numbers were lower, with 12 participants (6% of the university’s 
sample) showing extremely high awareness, 13 participants (6.50%) showing very high awareness, and 33 
participants (16.50%) showing high awareness. These statistics highlight a notable difference in the level 
of phishing threat awareness between the two universities. 

 
Reliability of the Model   

The overall confidence of all TAM construct question items with Cronbach’s alpha was .93, 
considered an excellent range for data-consistent outcomes. The reliability of all question items could be 
accepted without removing any questions. Furthermore, question items of each construct represented the 
mean in the same direction. After this stage, PR and PHA conditions were experimented with these TAM 
constructs according to the hypothesized model. The results also indicated acceptable fit values [GFI = 
1.00; TLI = .93; CFI = .97; SRMR = .05]. Therefore, the hypothesized model was considered an acceptable 
fit. However, the RMSEA at .094 was slightly higher than the acceptable fit at .08. The path coefficients 
linking all factors in the model indicated that these factors shared statistically significant relationships. 
Table 1 shows the fit indices’ requirements for good and acceptable fit. 

 
Table 1  
Example of SEM Fit Indices 

Fit Indices Good Fit Acceptable Fit Research Framework

CFI .95 ≤ CFI ≤ 1.00 .90 ≤ CFI ˂ 1.00 0.97 

GFI .95 ≤ GFI ≤ 1.00 .90 ≤ GFI ˂ 1.00 1.00 

TLI .95 ≤ TLI ≤ 1.00 .90 ≤ TLI ˂ 1.00 0.93 

RMSEA 0 ≤ RMSEA ≤ .05 .05 ≤ RMSEA ≤ .08 0.94 

SRMR 0 ≤ SRMR ≤ .05 .05 ≤ SRMR ≤ .08 0.05 

Note. comparative fit index (CFI), goodness of fit index (GFI), Tucker Lewis index (TLI), root mean square error of 
approximation (RMSEA), standardized root mean square residual (SRMR).  
 
Hypothesis Testing Results 

The SEM was used to analyze the hypotheses in Table 2. The results yielded the validity of the 
relationships among TAM constructs. From H1 to H4, all TAM constructs were also positively correlated 
with each other. For example, PEOU had influenced ATT (ꞵ = .25, p < .001), PU was associated with ATT 
(ꞵ = .57, p < .001), PEOU had influenced PU (ꞵ = .52, p <= .001), and ATT had influenced USE (ꞵ = .14, 
p = .01). From H5 to H9, however, PR and PHA illustrated some interesting relationships with TAM 
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constructs. While PHA was positioned after USE, PR would be tested with PU, ATT, USE, and PHA. PR 
had represented influences on PU, ATT, and USE at (ꞵ = .09, p = .004), (ꞵ = .07, p < .001), and (ꞵ = .15, p 
< .001), respectively. Although the results did not indicate significant effects, these low correlations should 
not have been ignored, as perceived usefulness, attitude towards using, and behavioral usage of phishing 
observations were associated with perceived risks.  

 
Table 2  
The Model’s Parameter Estimations 

Regression Estimate Std.Err Std.lv Std.all 

PHA ~ 
 

 
 USE -.09 .07 -.09 -.06
 PR  .17*** .05 .17 .17
USE ~  
 ATT .14** .05 .13 .13 
 PR .15*** .03 .15 .20
ATT ~  
 PU .57*** .03 .57 .63
 PEOU .25*** .03 .25 .29
 PR .07*** .02 .07 .10
PU ~  
 PEOU .52*** .04 .52 .54
 PR .09** .03 .09 .12

Note. n = 400, * p < .05, ** p < .01, *** p < .001. 
 

Interestingly, an insignificantly negative influence from USE to PHA (ꞵ = -.09, p = .20) implied that 
academic staff who frequently observed phishing elements were unaware of phishing threats. In contrast, a 
slightly positive influence from PR to PHA (ꞵ = .17, p = .001) indicated that PR was a more robust indicator 
than USE for understanding risk awareness towards phishing threats. This suggests that an individual’s 
awareness of phishing threats is more closely linked to their perception of risk than their direct observation 
of phishing incidents. It indicates that enhancing individuals’ understanding of the potential risks associated 
with phishing could be more effective in raising awareness than simply increasing exposure to phishing 
incidents. 
 

Discussion and Conclusion 
 

The findings of this study revealed the importance of understanding phishing risk awareness in 
academic settings. For instance, participants from university B, situated in Sakon Nakhon, exhibited greater 
perceived phishing likelihood, higher assessments of phishing impact, and elevated levels of phishing 
awareness compared to their counterparts at university A in Phuket. Specifically, individuals at university 
B reported higher general awareness and assessed the impact of phishing as extremely high more frequently 
than those at university A. Additionally, the overall awareness of phishing threats was notably greater 
among participants from university B, reinforcing the distinction in phishing threat perception between the 
two universities. The results are consistent with Orunsolu et al. (2018), who asserted that factors, such as 
the economic status and technological exposure of the universities’ regions, significantly influence staff 
awareness and perception of phishing threats (Orunsolu et al., 2018). This aligns with behavioral science 
theories that suggest environment and socioeconomic conditions shape human behavior and risk perception 
(Slovic, 1987). By applying these theories to cybersecurity, our research bridges a crucial gap, highlighting 
how phishing, often viewed merely as a technological threat, is rooted in socioeconomic and psychological 
factors (Abroshan et al., 2021).  
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The findings demonstrate the relevance of psychological factors in cybersecurity awareness. The 
variation in phishing risk awareness among the staff of the two universities can be partly explained through 
cognitive biases and risk perception theories. For example, staff in a more technologically exposed 
environment may develop a false sense of security or familiarity bias, impacting their perception of phishing 
risks (Abroshan et al., 2021; Orunsolu et al., 2018). This finding also aligns with Gavett et al. (2017), who 
noted that the difference in geographical location can influence awareness levels of phishing threats. 
Although university A’s participants demonstrated a higher level of understanding and experience with 
phishing threats than those at university B, it does not necessarily imply a corresponding increase in their 
risk perception and awareness. This observation challenges the notion held by some researchers, such as 
Parsons et al. (2019), who suggest that those trained and knowledgeable in information systems are more 
adept at identifying phishing emails. The outcomes of this study resonate with the argument by Slovic 
(1987), who posited that individuals might underestimate everyday risks due to familiarity and confidence 
in managing these risks. This insight is a pivotal contribution of our research to the field of behavioral 
science, as it extends the application of these theories to cybersecurity.  

 
Discussion of Main Results 

TAM, traditionally used to understand technology adoption, can be utilized to explore how academic 
staff perceive and react to phishing threats. The findings corroborate the validity of TAM constructs, as 
evidenced by numerous scholarly research efforts (Lai & Zainal, 2015; Mutahar et al., 2022; Park & Park, 
2020; Tuah et al., 2022). Specific relationships, such as PEOU influencing PU, PU impacting ATT, PEOU 
affecting ATT, and ATT influencing USE, are all supported. However, the study notes that ATU exerts 
only a minor influence on USE, suggesting a nuanced dynamic in the context of phishing observation 
behavior. This observation implies that while participants hold positive attitudes towards phishing 
observation, these attitudes do not necessarily translate into strong behavioral responses. This discrepancy 
underscores the need for further exploration into additional factors that may bridge the gap between 
phishing observation attitudes and actual phishing observation behavior in cybersecurity. 

 
When participants were assessed using TAM constructs, the findings corroborated the validity of the 

TAM, consistent with prior research (Khlaisang et al., 2021; Park & Park, 2020; Tuah et al., 2022; Vukovic 
et al., 2019). For instance, PEOU was found to influence ATT, PU influenced ATT, PEOU impacted PU, 
and ATT influenced USE. However, the analysis revealed intriguing dynamics when PR and PHA were 
incorporated into the model. Although the research anticipated identifying significant relationships between 
PR and ATT and between PR and PHA, the findings indicated that these relationships are relatively minor. 
This outcome suggests that while perceived phishing risk influences attitudes towards phishing observation 
behavior and phishing risk awareness, the strength of these influences is less pronounced than initially 
expected. This observation can be attributed to the fact that perceived risks are intricately linked to an 
individual’s knowledge and confidence about these risks, which play a pivotal role in shaping perceptions 
and understanding the emotional dimensions associated with risk evaluation. As noted by Kasperson et al. 
(2003) and Slovic (1987), perceived risks may be underestimated or exaggerated, thereby potentially being 
assigned more or less value compared to unknown risks. This discrepancy underscores the complex 
interplay between cognitive assessments and emotional responses in perceiving risks. In addition, these 
results underscore the need to broaden the investigation scope to include a wider array of variables that 
might affect the dynamics of perceived phishing risk and phishing observation behavior. 

 
Nevertheless, the results revealed that PR exerts a stronger influence on USE than ATT’s influence 

on USE. Additionally, PR had a more substantial impact on PHA than USE did on PHA. These results 
highlight the significant role of perceived risk within the framework of phishing risk awareness and 
phishing observation behavior. This significant impact of PR suggests that understanding and addressing 
the perceived risks associated with phishing are paramount in influencing the practical engagement with 
cybersecurity measures and the awareness levels of potential threats. This observation advocates for the 
integration of perceived phishing risk within cybersecurity education and policy development, aiming to 
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enhance the effectiveness of interventions designed to mitigate phishing risks. This aligns with the findings 
of Lai and Zainal (2015), who asserted that perceived risk should be considered when designing e-payment 
systems. Similarly, Mutahar et al. (2022) argued that perceived risk should be incorporated into the 
Technology Acceptance Model (TAM) to elucidate its relationship with TAM constructs in the context of 
mobile banking adoption.    

 
Limitations 

This research has illustrated that using TAM within a security context is crucial for broadening our 
understanding of behavioral responses to cyber threats. Such research can be instrumental in organizations 
identifying and overcoming barriers to adopting and complying with security measures. These barriers 
might include trust in the security systems (Hanif et al., 2021). Besides, it would be helpful to explore 
whether similar patterns of awareness exist in corporate or public sectors and how these compare to the 
academic context. Additionally, considering cultural factors is crucial, especially given the Thai context of 
the study. Thailand’s unique cultural attributes, such as communication styles and societal values, might 
influence the perception and response to phishing threats. These cultural nuances could offer a deeper 
understanding of the findings and their implications (Patterson et al., 2023). Continued research and 
experimentation into cyber threats’ varying security awareness levels across different demographic groups 
may yield more significant implications for behavioral science. 

 
Implications for Behavioral Science 

This study demonstrates significant contributions and implications to behavioral science by applying 
the TAM to understand cybersecurity awareness, focusing on risk factors such as perceived phishing risks 
and phishing risk awareness. Firstly, the results underscore that PEOU significantly influences ATT, 
indicating that ease of phishing observation is likely to foster more positive attitudes towards phishing 
observation. Additionally, the results reveal that PU significantly affects ATT, suggesting that perceived 
benefits of phishing observation play a crucial role in shaping user attitudes. Additionally, the study 
demonstrates that PEOU positively influences PU, indicating ease of phishing observation can enhance the 
perceived benefits of phishing observation. The results reveal that ATT exerts a modest influence on USE, 
suggesting that while positive attitudes towards phishing observation are important, they do not 
overwhelmingly predict actual phishing observation behavior in this research. The study revealed that 
frequent observations of phishing elements do not necessarily correlate with heightened user awareness of 
phishing threats. This finding aligns with Beu et al. (2023), who asserted that lower detection accuracy of 
phishing emails modestly predicted riskier cybersecurity behavior.  

 
Primarily, the results reveal that integrating TAM constructs with experimental conditions like PR 

and PHA could enhance the understanding of factors influencing academic staff’s phishing risk awareness. 
The results indicate a notably higher influence of PR on USE compared to the influence of ATT on USE. 
Additionally, PR also shows a stronger impact on PHA than USE on PHA, even though these influences 
are relatively modest. These findings highlight the critical role of perceived risk in driving the actual 
phishing observation behavior and the awareness of potential threats associated with it (Lai & Zainal, 2015). 
This suggests that individuals’ perceived risk significantly shapes their phishing observation and phishing 
risk awareness levels, potentially more so than their general attitudes toward phishing observation. 

 
This study underscores the need for further PR and PHA experiments within TAM or other related 

models to validate these results for understanding and improving human behavior in cybersecurity, 
particularly in academic environments. This research thus contributes to behavioral science by highlighting 
how individuals perceive and respond to cyber threats and proposing avenues for future research to deepen 
our understanding in this area. Understanding the factors influencing user behavior within security contexts 
is essential for organizations aiming to formulate more effective, user-centered security strategies that are 
likely to be embraced and adhered to by employees and other stakeholders. Integrating behavioral insights 
into cybersecurity strategies enables organizations to better understand the perceptions and interactions of 
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different user groups with security protocols. Hillman et al. (2023) highlighted that the importance of 
employee awareness and proactive behavior in cybersecurity will remain critical in the foreseeable future. 
 
Conclusion 

In conclusion, this research has offered a comparative analysis of the academic staff from university 
A and university B, revealing distinct perceptions and behaviors regarding phishing threat awareness. 
Academic staff at university B demonstrated a higher level of perceived risk and phishing awareness than 
those at University A, suggesting that regional or institutional contexts might influence cybersecurity 
awareness and behaviors. Furthermore, the study substantiated the foundational principles of TAM by 
demonstrating significant interrelationships among its constructs, such as PEOU, PU, and ATT, and their 
collective impact on USE. However, the research uniquely highlighted the modest influence of ATU on 
USE within the context of phishing threat awareness. This divergence from typical TAM predictions 
suggests that while positive attitudes towards phishing observation are necessary, they may not be sufficient 
to predict robust phishing observation behavior, particularly in security and risk areas. Moreover, the 
stronger impact of perceived phishing risk on phishing observation behavior and phishing awareness than 
traditionally observed attitudinal impacts suggests that perceived phishing risk plays a critical role in 
shaping both behavioral intentions and awareness of phishing threats. These insights underscore the 
importance of incorporating risk assessment components into designing and implementing technological 
solutions and cybersecurity measures. 
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